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James Bladel:Is beijing on the bridge? 

CLO:can you and luie  hear us in streaming from this room? 

CLO:If so please type here YES  

CLO:or No 

CLO:Bridge is not up yet James 

Louie Lee:We cannot hear beijing 

Louie Lee:wait.... 

Robin Gross:I don't hear anything 

Louie Lee:no, not on the stream either 

CLO:Louei are you in the Stream ? 

Louie Lee:I have the stream on.  No sound 

James Bladel:No sound from Beijing (stream or phone) 

CLO:Gremlins :-( 

CLO: we thought the stream was at least up 

Robin Gross:I've got the stream now 

CLO: they are working to fix this 

CLO:POK  STream is OK ? 

James Bladel:no audio from either. 

Robin Gross:stream is gone 

stuart Lawley- ICM:stream is interminttent 

CLO::-( 

Erick Iriarte:me :) 

Erick Iriarte:ok ok 

Erick Iriarte:is a little problem 

Erick Iriarte:i listen you 

Louie Lee:Okay, I'll clear my "Speak Louder" status. 

Robin Gross:I hear it now, CLO 

Brian Cute:Warren and Louis can you confirm that you hear us? 

Louie Lee:I'm wondering if Skype took over my speakers 

Warren Adelman:cannot hear anyting 

Louie Lee:I'll try hanging up skype to check the stream again 



Louie Lee:brb 

Brian Cute:working on the bridge.  technical difficulties.  please be patient. 

Jim Prendergast:i have it through the Adobe feed 

CLO:AOK  Guys  we need to get the bridge up as well as Berkman need that to talk to us 

CLO:Looks like we'll sort the phone bridge in a moment  

Brian Cute:Are you all on the phone bridge?? 

Louie Lee:I am 

Brian Cute:The Review Team is not.  Trying to solve. 

Louie Lee:strange. am I the only one not getting audio from the adobe connect stream? 

Guest:I am not getting it either 

James Bladel:No. nothing here. 

Louie Lee:okay, thx 

Louie Lee:guess I should think to blame my Mac :) 

stuart Lawley- ICM:CLO coming thru clear 

Robin Gross:I can hear you, CLO 

Louie Lee:shouldn't think to blame.... 

Peter Dengate Thrush:sorry folks; we havde a password problem that is preventing us from 

joining the bridge 

Robin Gross:I like CLO's play-by-play :-) 

CLO:Are we there yet? 

James Bladel:Just a buzzing noise now. 

CLO:Hey Robyn I try ;-) 

CLO:Sorry spelling typo Robin 

Alice Jansen:Apologies for thhe delay  

James Bladel:NO 

stuart Lawley- ICM:yes 

Robin Gross:I hear you 

avri:y 

Jim Prendergast:only via mp3 stream 

James Bladel:No.  Stream is now working.  Bridge is just buzzing. 

Guest:ah, fuzzy sound on adobe now 

Warren Adelman:Yes. Just buzzing on bridge 

CLO:OK  Bridge IS working 

Louie Lee:The stream is up for me now.  Yes, buzzing on bridge 

CLO:were going to drop and reconnect 

Brian Cute:we are dialing back in to try to solve the problem 

CLO:*hopeful* 

James Bladel:Yes! 



Louie Lee:yes! 

CLO:Yahooo 

CLO:Phew 

CLO:Well THAT was a whole LOT of fun *not* 

Robin Gross:this sounds great now, guys! 

Louie Lee:The teleconference audio from Beijing is still a little wobbly but better than yesterday. 

CLO:good to know Louie 

Louie Lee:someone on the teleconference bridge should move their GSM phone away from the 

speakerphone :) 

Brian Cute:moved phone.  did that help? 

Jim Prendergast:y 

Louie Lee:y :) 

Guest:choppy audio for anyone else? 

stuart Lawley- ICM:yes 

Cory Schruth 2:It seems that there is a bandwidth-related issue.  We'll try to adjust things. 

CLO:Thanks Cory 

CLO:Alice/Cory  can you give scroll control to the PDF pod please? 

Cory Schruth:Completed 

CLO:Tahnks :-) 

CLO:Thanks even ;-) 

Peter Dengate Thrush:Thanks 

Sivasubramanian M:There are two major problems with Public Participation.  1) As ICANN is not 

so well known outside the ICANN / Internet community, most of the public participation isn't 

quite public participation, but happens to be participation of interest groups in public forums 

and public webspaces.2) 'Public' do participate, raise questions, make comments and 

suggestions, but how all the inputs are processed sometimes become subjective. Not all inputs 

are treated equally. The systems are so inadequate that a vice chairman of a group or working 

group, or a community strongman (sometimes even a staff member who is supposed to be 

neutral) can easily brush aside people and their opinions. 

CLO:Were back ! 

James Bladel:Back. 

CLO::-) 

Erick Iriarte:back 

Sivasubramanian M:Not only for Board Decisions, but also for Constituency level decisions there 

needs to be processes for appeal / reconsiderations requests. At the same time these 

mechanisms have to be put in place in such a manner that it makes it even longer for anything 

to get implemented within ICANN. 

Sivasubramanian M:Ombudsman process can be greatly improved it it goes beyond its 'one man 



office' status 

Sivasubramanian M:There needs to be levels of the ombusdman process 

Sivasubramanian M:smaller and peripheral issues handled by the Ombudsmen's team / 

Deoputies and issues that are escalated / issues that are of utmost importance right from the 

outset dealt by the Ombudsman 

CLO:p 23 

CLO:p 26 is where the mini case examples start 

James Bladel:Congratulations 

James Bladel:75 min? 

Robin Gross:"Same place, same food" - sounds like an ICANN mtg ;-) 

Louie Lee:heh.  have a good lunch.  gonna find me some din din 

Alice Jansen:the ATRT will reconvene at 1:15 PM 

CLO:Good plan Louie   and  see you back here at quarter past the comming hour 

Robin Gross:ha I ate my dinner while listening to this call 

Annalisa:If there is still sound, I can't hear it. 

CLO:it's onlu 1315 in this time zone Alcice ;-) 

CLO:No sound  bridge will go back up a short while  befper we satrt 

Annalisa:k 

Alice Jansen:right Cheryl - remote participants may check their local time 

at:http://timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?day=31&month=8&year=2010&hour=13

&min=15&sec=0&p1=33 

Alice Jansen::) 

CLO:And for those of you wondering we will be starting back in 10 mins or so :-) 

Warren Adelman:sounds like you are having fun over there 

CLO:Us  Never! 

CLO:peolle in the next room are having fun 

CLO:people *sigh* 

Louie Lee:I'm on 

James Bladel:can we zoom a bit please? 

CLO:Alice can you circulate the doc to the ATRT list so Warren, James  & Louie can get a better 

view of the base doc? 

Louie Lee:beijing just dropped 

CLO:Were stopped  can you hear us now 

CLO:we should be back in 

Erick Iriarte:yes i listen 

James Bladel:YES. 

James Bladel:Can we ask that Speakers pls use microphones?  we're catching some one-sided 

conversations on the bridge. 

https://owa.icann.org/owa/redir.aspx?C=057b4ae65b39467ab628ca9533b98f8c&URL=http%3a%2f%2ftimeanddate.com%2fworldclock%2ffixedtime.html%3fday%3d31%26month%3d8%26year%3d2010%26hour%3d13%26min%3d15%26sec%3d0%26p1%3d33
https://owa.icann.org/owa/redir.aspx?C=057b4ae65b39467ab628ca9533b98f8c&URL=http%3a%2f%2ftimeanddate.com%2fworldclock%2ffixedtime.html%3fday%3d31%26month%3d8%26year%3d2010%26hour%3d13%26min%3d15%26sec%3d0%26p1%3d33


CLO:Noted James 

James Bladel::) 

Sivasubramanian M:There is no audio in the adobe room 

Sébastien:2 speakers? 

Cory Schruth 3:There was a short network drop, but it should be better now. 

Louie Lee:thank you, clo! 

CLO:my pleasure fellow Co-Chair ;-) 

James Bladel:Audio drop? 

Louie Lee:hello?  audio out? 

Louie Lee:just came back 

Robin Gross:audio? 

James Bladel:They're back.  Need to whistle or something during pauses. 

Sébastien:yes audio out in this channel 

Robin Gross:it is back 

James Bladel:Seems to make the most sense. 

Louie Lee:maybe Harvard can put us up in their dorms :) 

CLO:is it in a term break? 

James Bladel:October?  Probably not..... 

Louie Lee:October? unlikely 

CLO:does the Uni have accomodation other than dorms  e.g. my old alma matta has a 

travellodge on campus 

Louie Lee:I would guess so.  At least a set of recommendations for their alumni, etc. 

CLO:OK  maybe Brian can action that locally  

Louie Lee:visiting professors 

James Bladel:Hampton Inn, OBrian Hwy Cambridge.  Free breakfast & wifi. 

chris:But does it have an executive club James ;-) 

James Bladel:It has a "Lobby"  :) 

chris:we should be careful about using the term 'lobby' re the ATRT 

James Bladel:fair point. 

James Bladel:hampton is like starbucks.  Nothing posh, but always acceptable & consistent. 

chris:sounds fine to me 

James Bladel:Brian's mic is out? 

Cory Schruth 3:(it was off) 

James Bladel::) 

James Bladel:Good night.  nearly 2am here. 

CLO:Now James you KNOW what I'm going to say to that... 

Peter Dengate Thrush:Night guys - thanks for joining us.. Its not easy via the technology, so 

appreciate your efforts: 



CLO:Thanks ALL! 

James Bladel:Hey, it wasn't fun, but it beats airports. 

CLO:night Louie Warren  & James 

Erick Iriarte:sorry warren :) 

Erick Iriarte:good night.. see you in... vilnius or boston :) 

Louie Lee:see you! 

Robin Gross:good night! 

Alice Jansen:thanks for joining 


